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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

Well here it is….the hard work of the fan community in official “canonical” form.  This is the first in what may become a 

series of collections of fan-created content for Fading Suns Revised.  

As with any fandom the “life” of the creation depends on the support and time of the fan base and FSR is no exception.  

The FASA Forums are becoming a vibrant source of ideas, advice, tips and anecdotes and that is no more reflected than 

in the material that the fans themselves create and add to the game.  This collection compiles the various Drama Seeds 

that were posted to the GM forum in 2014 for, as with many roleplaying games, what a lot of new and experienced 

Games masters look for are scenarios and story ideas. Often you might pick up a game and think “This is a great 

background and system…but what sort of adventures could I run?”  Likewise you might hit a dead end in an ongoing 

campaign and need “something” to spark it off again.  Or maybe you are just looking to run a one-off and need a quick 

start to get you going…whatever the reason, hopefully the seeds contained within will help. 

As ever if you have any comments, queries or more ideas (perhaps for inclusion in the next collection….) head on to 

http://www.fasagames.com/forum/index.php and post away!  

Until the stars finally darken, 

Ben Rogers (Forum Id: Bertjammin) 

- February 2015  
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A Case of Dishonor (A Case of Dishonor (A Case of Dishonor (A Case of Dishonor (Vidar Edland)Vidar Edland)Vidar Edland)Vidar Edland)    

SetupSetupSetupSetup: This drama revolves around the family of a central noble character in the cadre, or more specifically the 

character’s notorious grand-aunt. Mentioning the grand-aunt in preceding dramas, and have Game Master Characters 

judge the character on account of his/her grand-aunt, would be a great way to setup A Case of Dishonor.  

ShowcaseShowcaseShowcaseShowcase: Noble faction; Emperor Wars and its aftermath; Family and honor; Infamous Family affliction 

 

Fortunes rose and fell during the Emperor Wars. Some 

veterans returned home as celebrated heroes, while 

others returned in disgraced and were shunned by kin 

and neighbors alike. Arguably, some of these fates were 

deserved, while most of them were not… probably.  

 

The central character grew up hearing hushed whispers 

and embarrassed mumbles about grand-aunt Maryana 

the traitor. A renowned warrior during the Emperor 

Wars, she fought for her house in several engagements, 

earning much praise and glory before it all turned sour. 

One day a missive arrived at the family estate with 

information that Maryana had been branded a traitor 

following her actions during the Battle of Deathly 

Honors, and she would henceforth be an outcast of the 

noble house. Maryana never returned home, although 

she did send letters confirming she had disgraced 

herself and her relatives in some unspecified manner. 

Furthermore, she informed her family that she had 

decided not to return, and asked that they forget about 

her since she was dying from radiation poisoning 

anyway. (A Geiger counter confirmed the letters had 

been exposed to radiation). Afterwards, grand-aunt 

Maryana’s name was only mentioned in hushed voiced 

behind closed doors, and it became a punishable 

offence for children to speak her name. Even though no 

one knew the specifics about Maryana’s betrayal of her 

house and family, everyone agreed that she was a 

blemish best ignored… until now that is.  

 

Recently, a dispatch arrived at the family court, 

addressed to grand-aunt Maryana. The letter was sent 

by a Sir Roth of an allied noble house, another veteran 

warrior of the Emperor Wars who fought with Maryana 

in the Battle of Deathly honors. From his writing it is 

apparent that Sir Roth is unware of Maryana’s bad 

reputation and he has nothing but praise for the central 

character’s grand-aunt. He recalls how valiantly she 

executed her challenging orders in battle, and led a 

charge that saved Sir Roth’s unit from certain 

destruction. Now Sir Roth summons all comrades in 

arms who received the Wreath of Loyalty medal on the 

field in that battle, to a celebration at his court on the 

anniversary of the battle – the invitation includes Lady 

Maryana.  

 

Seeing a chance to polish their rising star, the central 

character’s family is keen to restore Maryana’s honor 

and remove her stain upon the family name. The head 

of the family asks the central character and his/her 

friends to look into the matter and, if possible, recover 

Maryana’s Wreath of Loyalty medal. In addition, if 

Maryana’s remains can be found Maryana, they should 

be returned home for a decent burial in the family 

mausoleum (although they should beware any lingering 

radioactivity in her bones).  

 

Something is clearly going on behind the scenes. Why 

did Lady Maryana claim in the letters that she was 

disgraced? Family and military records collaborate the 

damning of Lady Maryana, and enemies have used her 

reputation against the family on more than one 

occasion. What was the nature of her secret orders, and 

why has all information on the Battle of Deathly 

Honors been classified? Is Sir Roth who he claims to 

be? And in any case, what are his motives? And what 

about that unmarked spy who was shot dead in the 

family library by household guards some weeks hence? 
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Barbarians at the gate (of the dead) (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Barbarians at the gate (of the dead) (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Barbarians at the gate (of the dead) (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Barbarians at the gate (of the dead) (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)    

Setup:Setup:Setup:Setup: I recommend a more experienced (maybe veterans on the system) group in this one, since it might take some 

time to know the town and its dwellers. Make it feel like a western, people making money and spending on the 

bar/saloon, violent types all over the place and the wrong expression on your eyes is enough to start a fight. 

 

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Exploration, detective, barbarian vs. husk vs. party 

 

For many years the Cisra fief has been raided by the 

Vuldrok barbarians. Last time they took most of the 

grains and the livestock, starving the population. 

 

The local lord is a known coward; he hides himself in 

his keep, closes the door and only comes out when the 

barbarians are gone. The church changed more times 

its priest than a man can count the deeds of the 

prophet’s works. The guilds simply closed their shops, 

representations and took they’re personnel away. 

 

But, a rumor caught the region by surprise! It seems 

that the lands around the village are rich in Uranium 

and Nocxium, valuable minerals for power generation 

and high end technological materials. The influx of 

people is making the town boost again. 

 

Yancy is tired of the raids, he lost most of his family and 

house countless times. He is the leader of the small 

village and is trying to make its economy boom again, 

bringing a priest, guild investment and help from the 

Royal Houses (maybe even the Emperor)! Each section 

will bring faith, money and security; at least, that is what 

he hopes. 

 

But there is another rumor on the street, that there is 

another raid coming to the fief, and the Vuldrok heard 

about the rich minerals and the wealth it generated. 

This rumor makes everybody in town have a weapon on 

their hands, making it a place high with murder rates 

and “accidental” gun fire. 

 

Why are the people been killed not showing up at the 

graveyard burial grounds? Even with the incoming 

invasion, Yancy does not seem worried, why is that so? 

At night behind the shouting, singing and music, you 

can hear moaning coming from some of the basement 

of the houses. 

 

If I may suggest, if the barbarians do invade, release the 

husks (not the kraken) on the middle on the invasion, 

truly making all hell break loose! 
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Dead Dolls (by Vidar Edland)Dead Dolls (by Vidar Edland)Dead Dolls (by Vidar Edland)Dead Dolls (by Vidar Edland)    

SetupSetupSetupSetup: This drama should be staged at a noble character’s home fief, or the fief of a close relative or ally. It offer a good 

excuse to move a noble character back home for further family related dramas. Furthermore, the midwife Goodmother 

Alice, should ideally have delivered the noble character, and preferably other members of the cadre as well (i.e. all 

player characters born in the fief should have been delivered by her). 

ShowcaseShowcaseShowcaseShowcase: Witch scare; Husks; Family obligations; Troubled past 

 

NoteNoteNoteNote: This drama outline was written to showcase the potential of antinomy and husks as re-conceptualized for FSR in 

an upcoming product tentatively labeled “The Darkness Project”. For the sake of clarity, let us foreshadow that 

upcoming publication by revealing the following. Blasphemous vandalism, acts of self-debasement, and ritual sacrifice 

are empowering acts necessary to fuel antinomists’s vile powers; and all husks needs not be will-less decaying cannibals 

(in fact, a class called Revenants are free to pursue goals with a single-mindedness unknown to the living, and they may 

cooperate with the living to accomplish their goals).  

 

[This piece started out as a simple sample drama, but quickly grew into a monster of a tale. It is not a finished drama 

however, and it remains the prerogative and responsibility of the GM to adapt the story to best fit the gaming group, and 

also to decide exactly what is going on in the realm where ‘dead dolls’ roam. When writing, I assumed that the cause of 

the realm’s misery was an (unidentified and unexplored) antinomist (possibly Goodmother Alice or an associate of hers) 

that dug up and awoke the dead to take some revenge or other on the community. However, there are many other ways 

of running this, such as the dead rising due to insufficient burials (possibly because the deacon has been corrupted); 

family curse on the local lord or someone else in the community; an evil artifact or presence brought to the realm as war 

booty; to simply an influx of evil due to astronomical or other supernatural events in the realm. Whatever the case the 

GM decides upon, the below drama must be adapted accordingly. May the Celestial Sun enlighten your path]. 

 

------------    ACT ACT ACT ACT 1 1 1 1 ------------    

Scene 1: Something’s RottenScene 1: Something’s RottenScene 1: Something’s RottenScene 1: Something’s Rotten    

There is trouble brewing back on the estate. Peculiar 

happenings have ignited a witch scare, and people are 

looking to the lord of the realm for guidance and 

protection. One of the noble characters in the cadre are 

summoned back to the home fief, to the lands where 

she was born so many winters ago, to handle the witch 

scare on the lord’s behalf.  

 

Assignment PresentationAssignment PresentationAssignment PresentationAssignment Presentation: The lord explains in his 

communique, quite bluntly, that he requires the 

character to take over the case as he cannot afford to 

become closely associated with it himself. Frightened 

peasants throw accusations everywhere, and with every 

new rumor flying about, blame is laid closer and closer 

to on the nobleman’s doorstep. Peasants are such 

suspicious and superstitious people after all. No, it is 

better for the lord to distance himself from the entire 

affair, all the while demonstrating resolve and action to 

his people by bringing in a competent relative, a 

(probably) hero of the Known Worlds and all-round 

troubleshooter backed by a retinue of capable 

henchmen. At least that is how the lord has described 

the cadre to his people, and he has already confirmed 

that the cadre will come and look into the case. Should 

this all backfire somehow, it is better that blame falls on 

the cadre, who can be spirited away to safety, and who 

can carry the stain on their reputation in absentia, 

instead of blame befalling the lord of the realm. Of 

course, the cadre also has much more experience with 

this sort of thing than the lord, and any reputation as 

witchfinders will likely benefit them much more out 

among the stars than it would the lord back home.  

 

Reward? Well, it is the duty of a noble to serve her fief, 

and besides, all the fostering and training received, the 

stipend from the fief’s revenues (if the character has an 

Assets benefice), and any possible future inheritance 

should be more than enough of an incentive to aid the 

realm. Can the character really afford to be cut off from 

her family and homelands? As for the character’s 

henchmen, the lord appreciate the costs of keeping a 

retinue, and generously offers to pay for the cadre’s 

travels and lodging to and fro the home fief. There will 

also be a small reward of 100 fb to any henchman who 

proves him-/herself useful to the realm. Yeah, and a 

ship/dirigible stands ready at the nearest space-/skyport 

to ferry the cadre home, and no, there is no time to 

waste – the transport leaves tomorrow morning.  
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Scene 2: Case OverviewScene 2: Case OverviewScene 2: Case OverviewScene 2: Case Overview    

At present, the case looks to be a matter of grave 

robbing and bodysnatching, which have affected every 

settlement of the realm. First there were rumors of 

strangers sighted lurking about settlements and 

graveyards at night. Then graves were exhumed in the 

night and the chapel to Zebulon vandalized with 

excrement and a cat hanged as a sacrifice above the 

alter. Fresh milk frequently spoils overnight, and many 

people complain about nightmares. A woodsman’s 

family, the Kreuzers, has disappeared from their home, 

with signs of a struggle discovered in their cottage. 

 

The lord’s communique gives an overview of the case 

so far. Five bodies have been snatched from their 

graves, all of them local mothers who died in childbirth 

or during pregnancy over the last year or so. Most of 

them died in a diphtheria outbreak hit the fief this year, 

which took a heavy toll among expecting mothers, or 

during childbirth. An old farmer couple, the Parks, 

living out by the Nutters’ Creek also perished to the 

disease last winter, but their graves have yet to be 

disturbed. No one else has died in the fief for some 

time before the epidemic. Despite the disease, 

accusations are frequently leveled at the fief’s midwife, 

Goodmother Alice, a frail and nearly blind creature in 

her 70s. Goodmother Alice has been a pillar of the 

community since inheriting her profession from her 

grandmother, Goodmother Hester, half a century ago. 

However, her popularity waned after she went a bit 

loony during the Emperor Wars when her husband and 

only son died soldiering in the lord’s militia. Her 

affliction takes the form of angry fits wherein 

Goodmother Alice shouts obscenities and curses at 

those nearby, and on occasion even the lord has 

suffered her abuse. Brother Solarodore, the deacon of 

the Zebulon chapel, has assured the community that 

Goodmother Alice’s outbursts are due only an affliction 

of the scarred mind and sundered heart, and that no 

real malice possesses the old crone. Nonetheless, 

Goodmother Alice has received weekly sacramental 

blessings and penance to calm the troubled spirit, just in 

case. But now, people have begun suspecting the old 

midwife of grave robbing and witchery.  

Scene 3: Premonitions of DoomScene 3: Premonitions of DoomScene 3: Premonitions of DoomScene 3: Premonitions of Doom    

While on their way towards the drama location, one or 

more of the characters experience portents, prophetic 

dream, and/or feelings of foreboding. [This prelude is 

included in the drama to add some dramatic context to 

the story, to turn what could be a tale about brain eating 

splatter monsters queueing up for the heroes to gun 

down into a proper horror story – good luck]. Some 

suggestions for various types of characters follow below, 

but the GM should tweak these or create new ones to 

best fit the cadre.  

-Main noble characterMain noble characterMain noble characterMain noble character: A babe bursts forth into the 

world, tearing itself from the warm, wet womb. 

Expectations are soaring – the mother’s, the father’s, 

many relatives’ – but wrath soars too. The midwife 

smiles wrinkly at the child, who screams in protest at the 

world. “Do not worry, little one,” she whispers, “you 

shall not know pain for some time yet. Enjoy life while it 

lasts, for misery finds us all soon enough.” 

-PSI characterPSI characterPSI characterPSI character: That inner voice, that wild and selfish 

side of your personality given presence by your mystical 

powers, whisper of dangers ahead and warn you not to 

go to NAME OF FIEF. “Only evil lurks there”, it 

whispers, “and hardship, and pain! You will accomplish 

nothing by going there, and all blame will be laid at your 

feet.” Sometimes that voice is worth listening too as it 

protects itself by protecting you, and at other times that 

voice seemingly draws pleasure and nourishment from 

leading you into trouble… only hindsight will reveal if 

the inner shadow tells truths or lies this time around.  

-Cyborg characterCyborg characterCyborg characterCyborg character: Ever since that damn witchfinding 

mission landed in your lap, your enhancements and 

devices seems to be acting up. “It’s probably just in my 

mind,” you try telling yourself, “anti-cyborg propaganda 

playing tricks on my sub-consciousness. Curse that 

preacher and his technophobe sermons!” But in the 

back of your mind doubt fester… what if your 

cybernetics really do feed your dark sides? Prophet 

knows, you’re not faultless! What if, as the preachers 

predict, when facing the Dark Between the Stars, your 

implants and circuitry really do rebel against you to 

battle on the side of evil? How would you protect 

yourself and those you love, and fight for the things you 

believe in, if your body’s own machinery became your 

enemy? Damn that preacher and is words… Damn it all.  

-Alien characterAlien characterAlien characterAlien character: You’ve heard it all before, a thousand 

times over… You’re an outsider at best, at worst a vile 

infiltrator born to gnaw at the fabric of glorious human 

civilization. ‘Alien’ they call you… funny then that it is 

they who have enslaved your people, restricted your 

culture, rewritten your history, and stolen your lands. 

Despite your kind serving humans, it is you that many 

priests call an abomination. Everything about you is 

wrong, they say... You’re even a half-demon 

presumably. Yeah, you really HAVE heard it all before. 
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But now, now you hear it in your own dreams, you see 

it in the subtlest portents around you, you know it with 

inner certainty… Betrayal of humanity is in your blood! 

Horror skulks on the horizon, and it will test your 

convictions and ethics to the limits, and if you are found 

lacking, you will face instant destruction… that is, if 

you’re lucky. You cannot take on humanity yourself, 

even if every one of your kind united, you would not be 

strong enough, not by far. Still, it would be SO very 

satisfying to stick it to mankind, to just for once teach 

THEM a lesson on humility and consequence. No… 

no, you cannot think such thoughts! Even though they 

are humans, your comrades ARE your friends, a family 

of sorts with warts and all. Besides, if history has told 

you anything it is that human retribution is exaggerated 

and terrible when directed at non-humans… Horror 

skulks on the horizon, and should you play into human 

bias the horror will multiply manifolds.  

-Conservative priestConservative priestConservative priestConservative priest: It is the lot of the righteous to walk 

among sinners, infidels, and begetters of evil. 

Occasionally, the miasma of evil gets so pervasive that 

you can almost taste it on the air and see it in the 

shadows. Now is one such time, and you have a real bad 

feeling about the present mission. Souls and lives are on 

the line for sure. The nature of evil is hard to discern 

before it strikes, but you feel it in your soul that faith 

and lives will be put to the test in the weeks to come. 

Evil shadow begets evil shadow, and now holy duty falls 

on you to reflect the light of the Empyrean Grace into 

dark corners to dispel the invading Dark Between the 

Stars.  

------------    ACT 2 ACT 2 ACT 2 ACT 2 ------------    

Scene 1: Case UpdateScene 1: Case UpdateScene 1: Case UpdateScene 1: Case Update    

Upon arriving in the fief, the cadre soon learns 

additional details about the slain serfs and exhumed 

dead. The events below are listed in chronological 

order*. Additional clues that the cadre might discover 

as they investigate the case before or in-between scripted 

events given in [brackets]: 

-Grave LurkersGrave LurkersGrave LurkersGrave Lurkers: Jack Norman, a baker’s apprentice en 

route to work in the very early hours of the morning, 

spotted strange characters lurking about the graveyard. 

He called out to the lurkers, wondering who they were 

and whether they needed any help, but the strangers 

took off in a hurry. Jack did not pursue, although he did 

inform the sheriff of the realm, Big Ed Amdmann. [No 

additional clues]. 

-Exhumation of ElExhumation of ElExhumation of ElExhumation of Eliza Strideiza Strideiza Strideiza Stride: The first grave robbing 

disturbed the burial of Eliza, the wife of Master Cecil 

Stride, a prominent member of the Potters Guild who 

runs a prosperous ceramics workshop in town. Eliza 

died giving birth to little Max, the young couple’s 

firstborn. [No additional clues]. 

-Exhumation of Polly WalkerExhumation of Polly WalkerExhumation of Polly WalkerExhumation of Polly Walker: Although she was at 

odds with some neighbors, Polly was generally well 

liked in the community. She was happily married to her 

Gerald, a local farmer, and mother of brothers Will and 

Bill (both of whom currently reside in a neighboring 

fief, working as farmhands on a large ranch). Polly had 

been sick for weeks prior to going into early labor, and 

she died giving birth to little Sam, born 20 weeks before 

term (although sickly, he still survives). [A porcelain 

chip is found tread into the dirt near her disturbed 

grave; it is impossible to say from where it came, 

although there are no porcelain figures or similar 

decorations on nearby gravestones].  

-Exhumation of Jeanette KellyExhumation of Jeanette KellyExhumation of Jeanette KellyExhumation of Jeanette Kelly: When the third grave 

was found exhumed, people began fearing witches 

about. The grave belonged to 19-years-old Jeanette 

Kelly, a newlywed soon-to-be mother of her first child. 

Her father John had married Jeanette off to a friend of 

his, the Emperor Wars militia veteran Roger Kelly, who 

was almost 30 years her senior. She had already filed for 

divorce when she succumbed to the epidemic last year. 

[The gravestone has been defiled with grotesque and 

obscene engravings, crudely worked into the stone].  

-Disappearance of the KreuzersDisappearance of the KreuzersDisappearance of the KreuzersDisappearance of the Kreuzers: Walter and Desire 

Kreuzer, together with their two small children, 

disappeared from their woodsman’s cottage on night 

during a storm. The front and back doors, as well as 

both windows of the small house, were forced open, 

and much of the Kreuzers’ belongings and furniture 

were scattered about on the floor. There were also one 

large and several smaller pools and traces of blood in 

the cottage, and a small porcelain doll known to belong 

to one of the children had bite-marks on it (too big to 

belong to a child). A coat hung on a peg in the 

outhouse, making some suspect one of the Kreuzers 

had been attacked while at the privy (why else would the 

coat hang there?), although there were no signs of a 

struggle. [The Kreuzers cottage was thoroughly 

investigated, and no further clues remain there].  

-Exhumation of Mary SmithExhumation of Mary SmithExhumation of Mary SmithExhumation of Mary Smith: Mary Smith was a 

prostitute, working in her mother Rachel’s brothel 

together with five sisters and a brother. She died giving 

birth to a stillborn baby girl who was never named (the 

gravestone reads only “Mary Smith and her daughter”, 
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and lay just outside of the graveyard border). [No 

additional clues at the grave].  

-Chapel vandalismChapel vandalismChapel vandalismChapel vandalism: Arriving at the chapel one morning, 

Deacon Solarodore found the sanctuary defiled in vile 

and disgusting ways. The marble jumpgate-cross lay 

toppled over on the church floor, its sides smeared with 

(Human) feces, with torn pages of the Omega Gospel 

used for the task. The marble statue of Prophet 

Zebulon has been dressed to resemble a scarecrow, 

wearing a porcelain mask painted with an idiot 

expression. Liters of blood (belonging to Desire 

Kreuzer and her children, should the cadre manage to 

test it) had been “donated” (i.e. poured) into the 

offering box, as had a handful of silver coins beaten flat 

and crudely re-engraved with tasteless and vulgar 

imageries. Furthermore, the blood was used to write 

curses along the walls and floors, spelling out variations 

of, “Beware! He who endeavors to wash away these holy 

displays condemns himself to be sodomized in 

Gehenne for all eternity.” [No additional clues found in 

the chapel, although see “Exhumation of Kate Conway” 

below for a possible interpretation of the vandalism] 

-Exhumation of Kate ConwayExhumation of Kate ConwayExhumation of Kate ConwayExhumation of Kate Conway: Kate was the wife of 

Deacon Solarodore, the realm’s resident clergyman, 

and when her grave was disturbed it became apparent 

that no burial was sacred and safe in the realm. Already 

the mother of three boys and three girls (aged 2 to 13), 

Kate died just a few weeks prior to her current 

pregnancy coming to term, and the baby was never 

born. [Kate’s epitaph reads, “Hardship tests the faithful. 

Rest well, dear Kate, sweet wife and beloved mother.” 

Someone has added the following crudely carved 

embellishment, “and now cadaverous harlot of the 

night.” [Characters versed in heretical lore and 

antinomian traditions recognize the desecrations of the 

grave of the deacon‘s wife as a possible antinomian 

‘empowering act’, vile rituals performed to fuel foul 

sorcery].  

-Disappearance of Sheriff AmdmannDisappearance of Sheriff AmdmannDisappearance of Sheriff AmdmannDisappearance of Sheriff Amdmann: Sheriff Big Ed 

Amdmann vanished without a trace. It is widely 

speculated that he had set off somewhere, alone and 

without telling anyone, to investigate the strange 

occurrences within his jurisdiction, although no one can 

know for sure. [The rumors are true, and Sheriff 

Amdmann’s body lies torn to pieces somewhere in the 

deep woods (possibly near to where the culprit hides), 

to be discovered by the cadre at an opportune time. 

The GM should use the discovery to advance the plot 

and distribute whatever clues s/he needs to keep the 

story going). It is probably best to hold off on the 

discovery of the sheriff’s body till early Act 3.]. 

-Murder of Olan ForesterMurder of Olan ForesterMurder of Olan ForesterMurder of Olan Forester: Yesterday morning, the 

lord’s Gamekeeper was found slain in the woods near 

the cabin where he lived. He was discovered by his wife 

who went out looking for him when Olan did not return 

in the evening as planed after a hunting expedition. 

[Additional clues available = Trackers can discover 

evidence that the Gamekeeper fired several short bursts 

with his assault rifle before he was overwhelmed. The 

location of the empty casings, as well as other clues and 

tracks, seem to indicate that the Gamekeeper fired his 

gun in a calculated and professional manner, rather 

than in a state of panic, even though tracks show only a 

small number of enemies attacked him (albeit from 

several directions). The lack of attacker blood or fallen 

bodies is curious, as is the lack of bullets flattened on 

armor at the site. It seems as if the Gamekeeper either 

did not hit anything (although stray bullets embedded in 

the nearby vegetation are few), or he did hit his 

assailants but they neither went down nor bled when 

shot.] 

 

The cadre should now have several avenues with which 

to begin their investigation, and the GM is encouraged 

to let them roam about and interact with the locals. 

Only when the cadre exhausts their clues or the players 

start growing frustrated with the mystery should the GM 

introduce the complications of Scene 2 below. 

 

*The Game Master must fill in the actual or 

approximate dates as needed, taking into account how 

long it took summoning the cadre. If the cadre was 

originally far away, say in another star system, the events 

might have occurred with several days or weeks between 

them. While if the cadre was nearby when the 

summons came, a single night or even just hours might 

have separated the events.  

Scene 2: Coming TroublesScene 2: Coming TroublesScene 2: Coming TroublesScene 2: Coming Troubles    

The arrival of the cadre escalates the dark things going 

on in the fief, and suspicions will soon be turned on 

them if they are not careful. The following events take 

place once the cadre has begun their investigation. A 

time and place is indicated for each of the events, 

although the Game Master must adapt and change 

events to fit the realities of his/her game. Where the 

story goes and how it ends depends on the Game 

Master’s whims and the players’ actions.  
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Snatched babySnatched babySnatched babySnatched baby: On the first night of the cadre’s inquiry, 

a toddler called Max disappears from his cottage home. 

The father, Cecil Stride, laments the loss; first his wife 

Eliza died giving birth to the boy seven months ago, and 

now he has lost the child as well. Cecil explains that he 

left the cottage in the dead of night to inspect 

disturbances in his chicken pen. Finding no cause for 

what had upset the chickens, Cecil returned inside only 

to discover the baby’s crib turned over on the floor, and 

Max missing. The boy-child had not cried out, so the 

heartbroken father expects his son was killed on the 

spot, the young body robbed into the night. The only 

clue on the site is a broken porcelain mask.  

 

Murder of Cecil StrideMurder of Cecil StrideMurder of Cecil StrideMurder of Cecil Stride: The following night, the 

prominent guilder and pillar of the community, Cecil 

Stride, is murdered in his bed, seemingly strangled to 

death by a straddling murderer. The young master 

potter was adored by the public as an upstanding citizen 

who invested his inherited wealth and business surplus 

back into the community. He was even in talks with the 

local lord about co-sponsoring the building of a brand 

new gristmill and brewery, and encouraged his peers to 

make plans for when the realm would experience an 

influx of people and wares as a result of his investments. 

No one can think of anyone harboring resentment 

towards the man, except perhaps his dead wife who he 

was rumored to beat on occasion… [In fact, all of the 

above is true – Eliza, having collected her son the night 

before, returned on this night to murder her abusive 

husband. Clues includes her wedding ring, which has 

rolled underneath the bed after Eliza threw it at her 

husband’s corpse, and a porcelain mask in master 

Cecil’s hand (which he tore from his husk-wife’s face, 

the wrathful grimace of his undead wife the last thing he 

ever saw)]. 

 

Punishment, and revenge, of an innocentPunishment, and revenge, of an innocentPunishment, and revenge, of an innocentPunishment, and revenge, of an innocent: On the 

second night, an over-zealous vigilante mob accidentally 

kills a local drunkard stumbling along a dark country 

road on his way back from a wet night at the tavern. 

The unfortunate drunkard was Gerald Walker, a local 

farmer who lost his wife to sickness some months back, 

only for her body to be stolen from the grave a short 

while ago – no wonder he is drinking! Perhaps the cadre 

was encouraging serf participation in the defense of the 

fief, or perhaps the locals just felt they had to do the 

officials’ job, but in any case, resentment and blame is 

aimed at the cadre soon enough. In the morning, when 

the crisis dies down, one of the vigilantes is torn apart 

on his way home to his farm. [Incidentally, he’s the 

neighbor of Cecil & Eliza Stride, and was killed by 

Eliza’s revengeful husk-wife (although no one will learn 

of it yet). Clues at the murder scene includes deep 

scratches and bites in the dead man’s flesh as if he was 

killed by an animal or unarmed attacker (half his face is 

gone)].  

 

Grave robbery preventedGrave robbery preventedGrave robbery preventedGrave robbery prevented: During the following night, 

two vigilantes charged with the nocturnal guarding one 

of the fief’s graveyards, disturbs a group of would-be 

grave robbers in the act. The two vigilantes, Edwin and 

Percy Brown (cousins), decide against attacking the half-

a-dozen or so villains, and instead chase them off into 

the dark. One of the villains also throws a grenade at the 

vigilantes, further discouraging them from following. If 

the cadre has organized a grave yard vigil, then this 

event happens either at a different grave yard (there 

should be three or four within the noble fief), or at a 

time of night or corner of the yard when the player 

character(s) are not active. In any case, the grave 

robbers disappear in the dark, and it is quickly 

discovered that the graves they tried to exhume were 

those of Allan & Meera Parks, the old farmer couple 

who perished to the diphtheria epidemic last winter. 

[Clues on the scene include a porcelain mask and a 

chewed-up pacifier].  

 

Revenge of the HuskRevenge of the HuskRevenge of the HuskRevenge of the Husk----wiveswiveswiveswives: On the next night, risen 

dead wreak havoc throughout the fief. Undead mothers 

stumbles into settlements and farms, vengeful husk-

wives bent on punishing their relatives and former 

neighbors over half-remember crimes and confusion-

induced bland wrath, their dead babes in their arms. 

The husk-wives all wear porcelain masks, although the 

undead babies does not, instead chewing at dry breasts 

or snapping at the flesh of the living. It is more than 

likely that the cadre are present on, or quickly arrives at, 

one or more of the attack sites, although they will 

probably not be able to fend of all the attacks. The 

various attacks are: 

-Mary SmithMary SmithMary SmithMary Smith: One husk-wife seeks to murder her own 

mother, a widow who runs her home as a brothel with 

her daughters as employees. The husk-baby in her arms 

has never fed… 

-Eliza StrideEliza StrideEliza StrideEliza Stride: Another husk-wife with a babe in her 

arms, targets Goodwife Alice who failed her as a 

midwife. 
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-Kate ConwayKate ConwayKate ConwayKate Conway: A third husk-wife returns home to 

collect her living children whom she cannot bear to be 

without even in death. 

-JeaJeaJeaJeanette Kellynette Kellynette Kellynette Kelly: A fourth searches for her heart’s desired 

to unite with him in death. [This man is NOT her 

surviving husband Rodger Kelly, but another man 

entirely, preferably one of the player characters with 

which she had a fling in years past].  

-Polly WalPolly WalPolly WalPolly Walkerkerkerker: The last husk-wife attacks a neighboring 

woman with which she had a quarrel in life, now taking 

offence from the fact that the neighbor is living when 

the husk-wife is dead. 

 

Mad KreuzerMad KreuzerMad KreuzerMad Kreuzer: Walter Kreuzer, the local woodsman 

who disappeared together with his family a while back, 

is found passed from exhaustion and exposure out in 

the woods. He survived the husk attack on his home, 

witnessing form inside the outdoors privy the murder 

and body-theft of his wife and two small children by foul 

husk wives. The experience ruined his mind, causing 

Walter to abandon not only his sanity, but his identity as 

well. He assumed the borrowed identity of a husk, 

unable to exist in the world of the living. To avoid the 

gruesomeness of reality, Walter Kreuzer has been 

acting the part of a husk ever since the attack, having 

feasted on the remains of his wife and children (whose 

bodies he has carried with him all this time). [Although 

it is very likely that Walter will be killed almost 

immediately upon discovery, being mistaken for a husk, 

it is possible that he might be captured alive. After all, 

although dirty and disheveled, his hair, skin, and eyes is 

healthy enough, a far cry from the ashen colors and 

shriveled textures of the living dead. If captured and 

interviewed, Walter’s personality will gradually return, 

and with it a complete emotional breakdown when he 

realizes what he has done. He will manage to confess 

his sin, but will then seek suicide. If this is denied him, 

Walter will revert to the comforting role of a husk and 

lash out at the world]. 

 

Disappearance of the KreuzersDisappearance of the KreuzersDisappearance of the KreuzersDisappearance of the Kreuzers: Walter and Desire 

Kreuzer, together with their two small children, 

disappeared from their woodsman’s cottage on night 

during a storm. The front and back doors, as well as 

both windows of the small house, were forced open, 

and much of the Kreuzers’ belongings and furniture 

were scattered about on the floor. There were also one 

large and several smaller pools and traces of blood in 

the cottage, and a small porcelain doll known to belong 

to one of the children had bite-marks on it (too big to 

belong to a child). A coat hung on a peg in the 

outhouse, making some suspect one of the Kreuzers 

had been attacked while at the privy (why else would the 

coat hang there?), although there were no signs of a 

struggle. [The Kreuzers cottage was thoroughly 

investigated, and no further clues remain there].  

------------    ACT 3 ACT 3 ACT 3 ACT 3 ------------    

Scene 1: Hour of JudgmentScene 1: Hour of JudgmentScene 1: Hour of JudgmentScene 1: Hour of Judgment    

Dark DawnDark DawnDark DawnDark Dawn: When dawn finally comes, the locals are in 

uproar. Surely the so-called professionals are either 

dangerously incompetent or in league with the dark 

forces plaguing the realm! Rebellion is in the air, and 

the lord of the realm can no longer stay out of the 

matter. The lord calls the community leaders and 

officials of the fief to debate the matter at an open court 

held in a crossroads tavern of his fief. The case is 

discussed, evidence weighted, complaints voiced, and 

the accused allowed to defend themselves, before the 

lord makes a ruling.  

 

In the interest of preserving the peace of the realm, the 

lord lays much of the blame on the cadre. After all, they 

have been unable to fulfill the task given them. The 

cadre is ordered to solve the case within 24 hours or 

else be charged with having stalling the investigation 

through either malice or incompetence. In private, the 

lord will later apologize for the necessity of hanging the 

cadre out to dry, and of course he shall not allow them 

to be arrested if it comes to that. No, he will make sure 

they escape the fief before it comes to that, and he will 

of course pay out all the bonuses promised. Still, if they 

want to retain a good reputation, the cadre ought to 

solve the case before next dawn.  

Scene 2: 24 hours to right all wrongs… or die tryingScene 2: 24 hours to right all wrongs… or die tryingScene 2: 24 hours to right all wrongs… or die tryingScene 2: 24 hours to right all wrongs… or die trying    

Grab the devil by the horns: Well then, the cadre has 

24 hours, or possibly a little less, to solve the mystery. It 

is up to the players how they wish to proceed, but the 

GM should help moving things along by offering the 

cadre important clues or orchestrate cathartic events 

that spur the story onwards. Tension and pacing are the 

GM’s main focus now. 

 

As the nefarious plots escalate a thick yet intangible evil 

descends upon the realm. Neither by direct actions of 

the cadre’s adversaries, nor by actual devilish 

intervention from roaming demons, but vileness begets 

more vileness in the area.  
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To represent the Darkness Between the Stars at work in 

the realm, the GM should strive to abuse any Curses or 

Afflictions to evil’s benefit for the remainder of this 

drama. Remember that the most frightening movies and 

books are those in which the protagonists do not only 

face scary adversaries, but where they have to battle the 

weaknesses in their own characters as well. This, many 

theologians would argue, is where the evil’s real power 

lie, in the corruption and exploitation of peoples 

weaknesses. By now it should be apparent that ‘Dead 

Dolls’ is not simply another zombie bashing feast, but a 

drama that attempts to highlight the horror and gravity 

of a supernatural plot.  

 

In addition to these general corruptions, some specific 

ways in which the Dark Between the Stars will afflict the 

cadre over the course of the next 24 hours or so are 

offered below. 

-Tangible darknessTangible darknessTangible darknessTangible darkness: Sight penalties for darkness become 

general penalties for ALL actions performed in the 

dark, except for those actions that are objectively evil 

(which remains un-penalized).  

-Adverse Occult EffectsAdverse Occult EffectsAdverse Occult EffectsAdverse Occult Effects: Whenever a character stands 

to gain a point of Hubris/Urge/etc., s/he gains two 

points instead. Also, the infernal influences in the realm 

sparks Hubris/Urge/etc. episodes every time a character 

performs an occult act or spends Wyrd to reroll an 

action that is not explicitly sinful (as determined by the 

Game Master 

– the Carnal Sins of Pride, Greed, Lust, Envy, Sloth, 

Wrath, and Oathbreaking is a good rule-of-thumb).  

-Cyborg’s Enemy WithinCyborg’s Enemy WithinCyborg’s Enemy WithinCyborg’s Enemy Within: Whenever a cybernetically 

enhanced character uses his/her cybernetics for 

anything (including passive “use” like internal armor), 

there is a chance of darkness creeping in. Make a roll 

with the character’s Incompatibility rank as goal, with 

any VP scored becoming a penalty for future use of the 

cybernetics for things that are not explicitly sinful (see 

Adverse Occult Effects above).  

-FlashbacksFlashbacksFlashbacksFlashbacks: Characters who grew up in the fief 

experience unpleasant flashbacks during their 

investigation, including reliving bad experiences of the 

past, experiencing pleasant memories with a dark twist 

(the adult character interpreting a childhood memory 

different form how s/he did as a child – wasn’t the funny 

gift-bearing uncle actually rather creepy?), or reliving 

episodes of childhood cruelty. These flashbacks may 

last but an instant, or they may cause blackouts lasting a 

turn or more. 

-Religious ecstasyReligious ecstasyReligious ecstasyReligious ecstasy: While preaching, praying, or simply 

mentioning religious things, a pious character falls into a 

sudden epileptic fit. During this episode, the character 

rants and raves about the encroaching Dark Between 

the Stars, accusing communities or characters of 

vileness and corruption that the s/he couldn’t possibly 

know about. [This is a good opportunity for the GM to 

reveal plot points or clues that the players have 

overlooked or forgotten about]. When the character 

comes to, s/he does not remember anything of the 

episode, although s/he does experience fatigue (-2 to all 

goals for the remainder of the span).  

-StigmasStigmasStigmasStigmas: Stigmas bloom and/or worsen at inopportune 

times. 

-A round of bad luckA round of bad luckA round of bad luckA round of bad luck: Whenever a character must test 

for Critical Failure, roll three d20s instead of one 

(increasing the chances of rolling a second ‘20’ and 

thereby causing a Critical Failure).  

-The usual suspectThe usual suspectThe usual suspectThe usual suspect: Alien characters are increasingly 

targeted by angry and desperate locals looking for 

someone to blame. To make things worse, the alien 

character(s) hear the voice of their culture’s holy men or 

even spirits and gods on the winds and from the 

shadows, whisper anti-Human encouragements. 

Perhaps the Human priests are right after all, and the 

alien gods are indeed devils, or at least they are so here 

and now? Or is it the Human faith that is devilish? 

Aliens get to reroll all actions to harm or otherwise 

worsen the lives of Humans. 

Final ThoughtsFinal ThoughtsFinal ThoughtsFinal Thoughts    

Why has the Lord of the Realm declared the fief’s 

Wretched Moors forbidden? And more peculiar still, 

why does he refuse to discuss the ruling with anyone? 

(The rumors range from the lord worshiping devils in 

the swamps, to some secret group hiding out there 

under the lord’s protection, to the lord having 

established a hidden factory researching forbidden 

sciences in the moors). Why is the town vicar behaving 

so strangely, disappearing into the woods every few days 

and returning all dirty and teary-eyed? And, why hasn’t 

his performance of the burial sacraments prevented the 

dead from coming back to life?* Does the porcelain 

masks originate with Cecil Stride’s workshop? And what 

about the theatre troop that passed through the fief last 

year, full of jugglers, musicians, and porcelain masked 

acrobats? Is there anything to the rumors that the old 

farmer couple out by Nutters’ Creek were pagans 

worshiping barbarous gods? [Even if the Game Master 

does not use all these complications, it is highly 
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recommended that at least one issues are used as a red 

herring to throw the cadre off the trail]. Can the cadre 

end the evil that haunts the fief? 

*Any corpse that benefited from the Cleansing of the 

Shell sacrament (see FSR PG p.220) is supposed to be 

immune to reanimation. It therefore follows that the 

corpses were either not given the last rights, or that the 

sacrament was erroneously performed, or that some 

extremely powerful force of evil is at work in the realm. 

Duel at the Terraformer (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Duel at the Terraformer (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Duel at the Terraformer (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Duel at the Terraformer (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)    

SetSetSetSetup:up:up:up: I recommend at least a noble duelist and a tech-savvy character (charioteer or engineer). A church member 

would be good for pointing out the dichotomy of the situation and solving “supernatural” features. Make sure that the 

atmosphere is scary, with storms, lightning striking the darkness, and always the more impending and urgent situation 

needs to be addressed. 

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Duel of nobles, sins of the father, revenge/vendetta, 

 

Count Rodrigo Manuel Rojas de Aragon won the estate 

he now resides in an atypical situation. His son, 

Fernando Pedro Rojas, died of a Crusade in Hira, 

where he was able to fend off the attackers and 

guarantee his house victory. The sacrifice was in such 

way honorable and decisive, that they presented his 

father with lands. 

 

Terraformer number 12 is the main engine for the 

continent, were Count Rodrigo has the estate. The 

engine, located in his fief, started to show serious 

problems and the weather started shift toward more 

extreme conditions. 

 

The Supreme Order of Engineers was contacted to 

solve the problem. But all the technicians that showed 

up, never were able to fix it, due to a ghost. The ghost 

says it wants to a duel of honor to the “death”. Anyone 

that tries to go by him or harm him, he slashes the 

enemy an “X” symbol, which sends a burning sensation 

when hit. And the ghost is a formidable opponent.  

 

The Count himself, an old man and not very athletic, 

ask for a champion to represent him in battle, and says 

as a reward the champion with “indescribable riches”. 

His daughter thinks it is the brother back from the grave 

looking for vengeance, since it was his father, not him to 

receive such riches and honors. The Count scoffs at 

such ideas and is sending her to the Crusade, since she 

is of age and skilled in combat. 

 

But why does the ghost tamper with the Terraforming 

engine? Why the ghost only fends off and scares, never 

injuring too much or killing its foes? Is there a relation 

with the ghost and the late son of the Count? Why are 

the local Scravers so quiet? Why the supply for fusion 

cells in the market plumped to a few old ones?

The Market job (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)The Market job (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)The Market job (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)The Market job (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)    

SetupSetupSetupSetup: The party needs at least one guild member or someone with the knowledge of the agora. Reeve or noble with 

diplomacy skills are a good call. 

ShowcaseShowcaseShowcaseShowcase: Framing plot, judicial and market issues 

 

On a not so busy part of the Agora, the party roams 

searching stores for a commodity not easily found. They 

notice a man, a local tax collector talking to a man near 

a vendor. As the party approaches, they can hear the 

collector arguing about a number of problems, 

including the latest tax payments. The vendor will 

become aggressive and pushes the collector away from 

his store. 

 

The tax collector leaves, mumbling, while the salesman 

fixes his shop entrance and welcomes the party. Inside 

they find a variety of items not easily found on that 

planet. Close analysis will show that many of the items 

are fake or cheaply made. 

 

Returning to the inn (or house) they are staying, the 

party discovers a body on the floor with a dagger by its 

side. It is the tax collector! Soon after, guards storm up 

the stairs and into the room. Being framed, the party 
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must find a way to prove its innocence (or not). They 

may run, defend themselves on court and/or investigate. 

 

Checking the dagger, players will remember seeing one 

at the store, the one that the tax collector argued with 

the shop keeper. Returning to the store, it is burned to 

the ground with the owner nowhere to be found. 

 

Why are the Scravers so interested in the outcome of 

the trial? And why are there several fires on shops 

around the agora? Does the local Inquisition have 

something to do with it? 

Marriage and Carriage (FMarriage and Carriage (FMarriage and Carriage (FMarriage and Carriage (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)elipe Teixeira Holzmann)elipe Teixeira Holzmann)elipe Teixeira Holzmann)    

Setup:Setup:Setup:Setup: A mix of characters, maybe a more combat oriented group if making things messy. 

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Noble intrigue, treason, PC are to blame, “Why I am the only one talking here” 

 

The young Tatiana Aurelia wedding with Count Nazar 

Yusuf Havryil at the cathedral was to be a great weeding. 

If she were wedding the man she loved, Alexander a 

freeman, and not a man that is 30 years older than her 

(and maybe 30 times her weight!). 

 

Sadri, is the leader of the caravan that will take the 

newly wed to the Count’s estate. It will take some time 

since the raining season destroyed the road, and rumors 

of bandits roam the region. The party is hired/invited 

(guests of Tatiana or the Count)/businessmen and will 

follow the caravan to the Count’s estate. 

 

The journey is slow and boring. Most of the “vehicles” 

are beast craft and tend to take a toll on the muddy 

road. Out of the 25 carriages/cars, at least 1 or 2 are 

stuck and need help. A mercenary party involved in the 

protection gets drunk rather than actually doing 

something. One of the mercenaries is extremely 

annoying with one of the party members (make sure to 

choose the most fun of all to make the situation more 

dramatic). 

 

The picky mercenary is found dead, along with one of 

the weapons of the party and mistrust flies between the 

mercenaries and the party. The count delegates all 

trouble to Sadri, who sides with the mercenaries. 

 

Now, why is Sadri siding with the mercenaries if he 

knows the truth? Why is the count so condescending? 

Why is a young man always near Tatiana’s carriage? 

Why are horses and some animals missing at night? 

Why some of the mercenaries seem to be new to the 

caravan after days on the road? 

Revenge on the Chaparral (by BeRevenge on the Chaparral (by BeRevenge on the Chaparral (by BeRevenge on the Chaparral (by Benjamin Rogers)njamin Rogers)njamin Rogers)njamin Rogers)    

Setup: Setup: Setup: Setup: The players could be travelling through Hazat space (most likely on the planet Sutek itself) when they encounter 

the Baron and hear his tale and plea for help, they could fall foul of Sir Cliff or become victims of his men, they might 

witness the hardship of the Baron's people or they may be somewhere else within the Known Worlds when they get 

word of the Baron's plight  

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Revenge and cycles of vengeance, nobility vs title, obligations to liege and serf 

 

Baron Enrico Castenda de Sutek Hazat lost his sons 

and daughters and many of his finest retainers in the 

war that saw Alexius' ascension to the throne. By then 

he was getting on in years and the outbreak of peace saw 

him eventually return to his home a disheartened man. 

So much so that a local rival, the Baronet Margaritte 

Hazat, sought to take advantage of the old man and with 

scheming wiles, forethought and whisperings into the 

ears of other local nobles she discredits and isolates the 

baron, leaving him a subject of ridicule and scorn. She 

then begins to usurp his station and standing, becoming 

the apple in the eye of their mutual liege, the Countess 

Catarina De Winter Hazat. 

 

This is the final straw for the old man who seeks 

vengeance upon the upstart baronet. But what is he to 

do? He is infirm from his advancing years and the war 

wounds he carries and is practically destitute with barely 

enough servants and serfs to manage the fief he clings 

to. One day a group of Muster Mercenaries passes 

through and the Baron provides them with shelter in his 

ramshackle mansion. During a late night discussion 
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over too much scotch the Muster leader, Chief Van 

Cliff suggests a plan. If he were a noble he could 

challenge this Baronet to a duel and end her. The 

Baron gets his revenge and the only payment Van Cliff 

requests is the knighthood. The baron agrees. 

 

Documents of title are drawn up, the Baron knights 

Van Cliff and within a few days the Muster fabricates a 

situation where by the Baronet "offends" him. He calls 

her out and she agrees, looking to "put down" the low 

born dog. However Van Cliff's skill at arms is all he 

alleged it to be and the Baronet dies at the end of his 

blade. The Baron sleeps well that night knowing he has 

had his revenge, albeit indirectly. It is the last good 

night's sleep he has. 

 

The following day Sir Cliff and his men do not move on 

as they implied they would. Instead they start to enforce 

the "law" of their "master" the Baron. They work the 

serfs harder, they start to levy heavy tariffs on those who 

seek to travel through the fief and they pocket the 

profits leaving the Baron a prisoner within his own 

walls.  

 

Van Cliff is no fool though. He is careful to push the 

neighbouring Lords only so far though and in all things 

he presents himself as simply the executor of the 

Baron's wishes. In his thirst for revenge Enrico has truly 

birthed a monster. 

 

This has gone on for some time now and finally the 

Baron has found a way to reach out for aid (from the 

players' cadre). Perhaps he was an old friend or ally of 

one of their parents and finally his desire for aid 

overcomes his pride, or maybe they are simply passing 

through his lands and seek hospitality and he seizes on 

the opportunity? In any case he confesses to them what 

he has done and seeks their help in removing the 

monster Van Cliff, there is money in the coffers to [pay 

them now, if they can free it from Van Cliff's grasp.  

 

It won't be easy though, Van Cliff has a formidable crew 

of Muster mercenaries, well-armed and well trained and 

has spent a significant time since being knighted 

consolidating his station with the local nobility. They 

don't like him but they respect his abilities and have 

accepted him as the Baron's legitimate deputy.  

 

Does the cadre seek to remove Van Cliff by subterfuge 

or assassination? Then how do they deal with his men? 

Can they resolve the matter without Baron Enrico 

losing face before the local nobility? Can they use the 

local Hazat and other nobles and turn them against the 

"new" knight? What of Van Cliff? Eventually he plans to 

replace the Baron (who is potentially in his twilight years 

now) but if the Baron moves against him (or if he 

suspects that he is about to) he might accelerate his own 

plans and terminate his "lord", consolidating his hold on 

the fief. 

 

If all goes well and the cadre remove Van Cliff, what 

then? Does the Baron reveal that he is as treacherous as 

ever and look to remove or silence them, throwing off 

the mask of infirmity to show he was virile and able all 

along, or have they truly broken the cycle of revenge? 

Are they truly working for a just cause or were they just 

his patsies and "cat's paws"? And what does Countess 

De Winter make of it all? 

 

Potential follow on adventures could have rumours of 

an Heir to the Baron (possibly Van Cliff mentions a 

surviving son who told him all about the fief) or possibly 

one of his sons or daughters sired an heir whilst 

campaigning during the war. Could the cadre bring 

them home? Or may be a bedraggled soul arrives 

alleging that they are the long lost son, what can the 

players do to validate their claims? Especially if van Cliff 

is still on the scene somehow. 

Stolen Heart (Benjamin Rogers)Stolen Heart (Benjamin Rogers)Stolen Heart (Benjamin Rogers)Stolen Heart (Benjamin Rogers)    

Setup:Setup:Setup:Setup: A precious item (possibly something rare, expensive or just of sentimental value) belonging to one of the player 

characters is stolen, possibly very obviously and audaciously. But this is simply to get the cadre's attention. The thief is a 

Scraver and a talented rogue but they have fallen for a local noble. The Noble's House and family consider the Scraver 

to be beneath them, possibly even an outright enemy and so s/he can't get near his love. S/he promises to return the item 

if they will help him to get to his love.  

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Courtly Love, Guilds relationship with the Nobility, truth vs perception 
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The Scraver fell for his noble love the first time he saw 

him/her after they engaged his services to retrieve a rare 

item (possibly a lost family heirloom) and believes that 

they feel the same. S/he is an expert in "acquisitions" 

and uses their skill to try to blackmail the party into 

helping. If that fails, now that he has their attention he 

will offer his skills to them as payment (having proven 

himself in his eyes to them). S/he is a literal romantic 

rogue, swashbuckling, full of derring-do and an ego the 

size of a small moon. 

 

The Scraver will want the players to a) contact his "love" 

and sound them out to see how they feel towards him b) 

once they have established their feelings (or not) he will 

want them to arrange an illicit meeting so that they can 

be together (and possibly run off into the sunset(s)) or 

so that he can try to convince them in person of his 

feelings. 

 

Of course that won't be easy - the Scraver's paramour's 

House and family are well used to the Scraver's 

incessant and continual petitions, love tokens, sonnets, 

serenades and approaches. They are wary for any 

stranger or visitor who might be connected to him and 

this won't be the first time he has tried using third 

parties to contact his "lover". The subject of his 

affections is young (but of age) and relatively innocent 

but now constantly chaperoned and often under armed 

guard (I have the idea of a seemingly harmless, chubby, 

matronly nurse who is actually an experienced Brother 

battle bodyguard....but that's how my mind works; 

"Nursey" from Blackadder II but with kung fu....).  

 

Then of course you have the issue of whether the "lover" 

feels the same, and what the fall out of all this will be. 

Both locally within the Guilds (what does the Scraver's 

superiors think to all this? How will it affect trade and 

contracts with the House?) and within the local Noble 

Houses (what if the lover is already betrothed to 

another noble? What if a "necessary" alliance depends 

on that marriage taking place?). Who is in charge in all 

this? The Scraver is trying to manipulate the players but 

what if his lover is actually manipulating him to get them 

out of their "imprisonment" and the probability of a 

loveless marriage for political reasons? Or (and this is a 

potentially great twist for a group of jaded and 

experienced players) what if it is all exactly as they say; 

the thief loves the noble and they just want to live 

happily ever after...they'll NEVER expect that... 

 

Also if the players take the Scraver's promise of working 

for them in exchange for helping him, what are they 

going to get him to do? (in fact this could be an 

interlude during an ongoing campaign when the players 

have reached an impasse and need an edge in order to 

get in somewhere, recover something or just acquire the 

next clue. The Scraver could be their means to move 

the overall game on again). 

Sword and Rose (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Sword and Rose (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Sword and Rose (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Sword and Rose (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)    

Setup: Setup: Setup: Setup: A mix of characters is ok. I recommend that the players get involved in the whole process, from the ailment to 

finding the medicine, to the duel. They even may participate! Since this is probably in Li Halan space, center on 

Japanese/Chinese style environments and concepts. 

 

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Lost love, dueling, Noble issues, samurai-like situation 

 

Kirido is a great swordsman. His style and execution are 

perfect, leaving all duels victorious. His sword was also a 

legend on its own, said to be crafted from a special 

alloy. Lord Takeda was very envious of Kirido sword 

skill and he was a thorn in his plans. And he knew 

Kirido’s weakness, his adopted daughter, Asuma. Both 

were romantically involved, but they didn’t have 

permission to date each other. 

 

One day, Asuma fell very ill and into a deep coma. 

Priest and doctors came to her aid, but no medicine or 

technique could heal her. Kirido became depressive 

and started to ask favors where he could, but no one 

knew what to do or how to heal. Lord Takeda 

approached Kirido and said he knew how to heal her. 

 

Lord Takeda said if he lost a duel with him and after his 

defeat he renounced his sword, his love and his will to 

hold up a sword, he will say were to find the blue rose, 

which is known to heal any ailment. But it is very rare 

and hard to find. Kirido said he would, only if he first 

returned with the rose and then he would fight the duel. 

Kirido in his desperation took Takeda’s advice, 

although he knew not to trust him. Takeda told him 
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that on the far side of the mountains, on the top, there 

is a place where a blue rose grows, which is known to 

heal any ailment. But it is very rare and hard to find. 

 

It has been 3 days since Kirido left behind to find the 

blue rose. Asuma is still in coma, been taken care of. 

Lord Takeda starts to consolidate his plans and got the 

approval of the local bishop to marrying him and 

Asuma. He is only waiting for Kirido to return and 

complete his nefarious plan. 

 

Why does Lord Takeda know how to heal Asuma? 

Why he needs to marry her? Why is the Bishop 

condescending with the whole idea? Why he hates 

Kirido so much to the point of destroying his life? Why 

Lord Takeda is so afraid on the sword Kirido uses? 

 

Yes, some names and ideas came from the anime 

Sword Art Online. Not the best, yet it got me ideas! 

Names have been changed! 
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Temple Run (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Temple Run (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Temple Run (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)Temple Run (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)    

SetupSetupSetupSetup: A party willing to do some dungeon exploring. Mix of characters is always good. 

ShowcaseShowcaseShowcaseShowcase: dungeon exploration, cultist, Antinomy? Golems? 

 

One of the party member’s relatives went to an old 

church, known for its relics and spirituality, but 

disappeared for over a week. The temple is just outside 

of town and easy to reach. 

 

When going to investigate, the church seems rather 

empty and abandoned. No one can be seen properly in 

the surroundings and inside the church. When the party 

is at the middle on the building, a huge congregation 

rushes, grabs them and throws them into tunnel, sliding 

to a dungeon, under the church. 

 

The tunnel is covered with moss and it is too slippery to 

climb up. Exploring the dungeon they find out the 

priest responsible for the congregation, hurt badly from 

injuries from the cult members and a creature(s) that 

dwells in the dungeon. 

 

The party will find lots of traps and creatures to kill, 

with treasure to loot (GM, make a nice dungeon and 

make it fun, with rewards after each hazard, it always 

works IMHO). 

 

In the deep dungeon, they find the altar and the main 

cultist group. A section is filled with prisoners stuck on 

cages along the wall. The main leader calls and chants 

for the greater glory of Seepi’uu. Behind a massive steel 

wall there can be seen a stair that leads to the surface.  

 

But what is that humming that comes from the walls 

after the cultist leaders presses the button? Why lights 

flashes and golems come out of the wall and attack the 

party? Where are the people being lead to that cave 

with a green pulsating light, with a yellow sign with a 

circle and three triangles? 
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The sons of the General (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)The sons of the General (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)The sons of the General (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)The sons of the General (Felipe Teixeira Holzmann)    

Setup:Setup:Setup:Setup: A fairly good and experienced party would be good. A mix of major groups (nobles, guilds, sects) will do a nice 

job! 

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Moral issues, reverse goals 

 

Traveling, the party will find a small lodge that is run by 

Emil a middle aged priest of the orthodoxy. He uses the 

income to help the orphanage he attends and even 

employs some of the young boys and girls. He is very 

friendly and the situation is dire at the orphanage, with 

few items needed for all the children. Emil will ask for 

the party to help in any way to help the orphanage. 

 

Once the party leaves and reaches it’s a small town, they 

are made aware that it has been raided and goods stolen 

and riches gone. They find out that several towns, farms 

and churches had the same fate. The local noble wants 

to mount an expedition and hunt for the criminals, and 

he offers a handsome reward for the leader of the 

bandits. 

 

If the party starts to correlate the attacks and look at the 

map, they will find out that the orphanage is at the 

center of the attacks. Once they reach the orphanage 

and question Emil (with some pressure and diplomacy) 

they will find out that he was a general for a major 

house. He lost a battle on the planet and ashamed he 

turned into a priest. 

 

With so many children and with the need to attend 

them he turned the older ones into raiders, training 

them and making them efficient in hit and run tactics. 

 

But what will the party do: Save the priest? Give him to 

the local noble and get the ransom, then after rescuing 

him, giving the ransom money to the orphanage? Or 

maybe talk to the noble. 

 

But why is that group of misfits so interested in the 

orphanages location? And the local bishop is looking 

for a priest that disappeared? And the serfs are sure 

angry and an angry mob can for at any moment (with 

torches and pitch forks). 
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The Strange Case of the Vanished Professor (Vidar Edland)The Strange Case of the Vanished Professor (Vidar Edland)The Strange Case of the Vanished Professor (Vidar Edland)The Strange Case of the Vanished Professor (Vidar Edland)    

SetupSetupSetupSetup: Any introduction of the Academy Interatta or the Pedagogues 

Guild would help set up this drama. Previous association with any of the 

guilds and sub-factions involved with case could also come in handy. 

 

ShowcaseShowcaseShowcaseShowcase: Merchant League faction; Guild intrigue; Corporate espionage 

scare; high-tech prestige and politics; Vau Tech;  

 

A missing Academy Interatta scholar, 

Tech researcher and patent inventor, 

has disappeared from the face of 

Leagueheim, along with all her work 

(sponsored by and belonging to a 

myriad of guilder investors). Now the 

hunt is on to find what happened to 

Professor Kabore, and to locate her 

and the missing research data and 

designs. No faction of the Merchant 

League trust the others to respect 

their individual privacies once the 

researcher and her work has been 

recovered, and every hunter-seeker 

group is expected to grab whatever 

they can get their hands on to ransom 

back to the investors and owners (i.e. 

“for a finder’s fee”), or alternatively 

turning it over to be used by their own 

respective guilds and sub-factions. 

The higher echelons of the Merchant 

League wants, or at least claims to 

want, a fair and speedy resolution to 

the problem, but it is a guilder-bites-

guilder existence, and few would pass 

up a lucrative opportunity if it fell in 

their lap.  

 

All over the Phoenix Empire, guilders 

are putting together search and 

recover teams to join the hunt. A 

guilder character in the cadre could 

receive the priority missive directly (if 

s/he qualifies for a Security Rating D* 

communique), or such a character(s) 

could be contacted by a higher-

ranking guilder who wish to hire the 

troubleshooter cadre for the job. 

Unusually for a Fading Suns drama, 

the current one is guilder driven, and 

this is a good opportunity to bring guilder characters out 

of the nobles’ shadows to take over the reins for a while. 

The investigation team handlers will 

have little trouble securing a full 

10.000 fb expense account (seeing as 

the local clues are very promising), 

and could write off up to 1000 fb per 

hunter as “mission expenses”. Of 

course, shrewd guilders might hold 

back some of the funds for him-

/herself (although this would require 

some creative bookkeeping expenses 

are to be documented later – should 

the local Reeves chapterhouse NOT 

accept the expenses as legitimate, the 

team handler could quickly find him-

/herself in massive Reeves debts!). 

Alternatively, the team handler may 

consider paying out some of his/her 

own allotted 1000 fb funds, to sugar 

the deal for hard-to-get cadre friends 

– after all, cash is finitely useful while 

prestige with the Merchant League is 

a potentially boundless boon. And 

finally, pawning any considerable 

amount of recovered research data to 

interested 3rd parties could easily 

yield the cadre a 10-25.000+ firebird 

reward, as well as the enmity of a 

great many powerful guilds.  

 

 

 

Local clues and developmentLocal clues and developmentLocal clues and developmentLocal clues and development: 

Wherever the cadre might be, the 

case of the vanished professor has the 

following local development. [Note, 

this drama seed assumes the cadre are 

NOT currently on Leagueheim. 

Should that be the case, the Game 

Master must tweak the below clues or 

invent new ones to kick off the 

drama]. As much time has passed 

since Professor Kabore’s disappearance, she and/or her 

research material could be anywhere in the Known 
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Worlds by now, or indeed beyond it. She could have 

acquired a false identity and boarded a starship to any 

number of destinations, but local developments present 

a promising clue. Recently, an independent tramp 

freighter called The Fortuna, landed at the local 

spaceport with several passengers and a shipment of 

foodstuffs and luxury goods aboard. The dispatch 

manifest however, strangely showed one fewer 

passengers disembarking from The Fortuna than it 

reported taking on at its port of origin. Charioteers 

Guild and Universal Church investigations found no 

trace of the missing passenger, nor any trace of violence 

or a hidden corpse. Furthermore, the ship logs did not 

appear to have been tampered with, and neither the 

crew nor the remaining passengers could shed any light 

to case of the vanished passenger. All crew and 

passengers confirmed having interacted with or seen the 

reclusive woman, especially prior to the jump into the 

present system, but no one had realized she was gone 

until Charioteers customs officers pointed out the 

manifest error. The Fortuna and her crew are still under 

lockdown at the spaceport, although the remaining 

passengers have been let go. 

 

The missing passenger and potential cover for Professor 

Kabore, was listed as one Mrs. Alice Stewart, a 

freewoman widow and small-time investor. She is 

described as tall and slender, dark of skin, prominent 

facial features, a single golden tooth, and an elaborate 

updo hairstyle [if Mrs. Stewart is indeed a cover for 

Professor Kabore, then this must have been a wig as 

Professor Kabore wore her hair short]. She carried a 

sturdy sling bag heavy with personal belongings, and she 

was often seen speaking into her small Think Machine 

as if chronicling her journey (or, according to the more 

tech savvy crewmembers and passengers, as if the Think 

Machine was a communication device or harbored a 

social AI with which she interacted).  

 

Could Mrs. Steward really be Professor Kabore? And 

where did she go? Are the crew and passengers of The 

Fortuna telling the truth? Why is a spacesuit missing 

from the ship’s inventory [only discovered if the cadre 

investigates The Fortuna themselves]? What is the 

cadre’s hated nemesis doing on this planet? Are the 

rumors of Vau ship sightings in the system true? The Li 

Halan ambassador seems to think so, and she’s calling 

for full scale investigations and the launch of a joint 

response fleet. Or could it be a cover, to search for or 

hide Mrs. Stewart/Professor Kabore? Piotr Radir, a 

member of the House Decados patronized Radir 

crafter family, specialized in blaster crafting, has recently 

purchased a home and workshop in a nearby town – 

that cannot be a coincidence, can it? 

 

------------    Handout & inHandout & inHandout & inHandout & in----game data game data game data game data ------------    

 

*Security Rating D: The missive is primarily available only to guilders of rank 

Commander/Fellow/Boss/Lieutenant/Manager/etc. (i.e. those with 12+ Extra points invested in Commission ranks). 

“Individual discretion” means that it is up to the individual guilder who receives the missive to decide to what degree 

s/he will share the information with trusted underlings and allies. (Security Rating A equals Deans/Masters/Colonels 

[24pts]; B equals Consuls/Engineers/Majors [20pts]; C equals Captains/Crafters/Jonin/Captains/Directors [16 pts]; and 

so on.). 
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An emergency missive is broadcast across secure Merchant League channels all over the Known Worlds.  

 

 

A Secret Report within the League – security rating D; individual discretion*.  

 

An Academy Interatta professor has come to our attention due to her disappearance along with 

unknown quantities of research files, analysis data, and patent designs. Professor Roxa Kabore, 

30 years old Fellow of the Pedagogues Guild, specializes in Vau Tech (notably force fields R&D), 

enjoys patronage by several Merchant League guilds – see personnel file summary (separate 

attachment). Exact extent of guild property missing unknown, but believed to be significant, 

diverse, and highly sensitive. Local authorities of all guilds ordered to investigate their 

territories and personnel for any signs of Prof. Kabore or the missing data. At present, it is 

not known whether Prof. Kabore willingly participated in her own disappeared. Investigation team 

handlers may apply for an expense account of up to 1.000 firebirds per personnel involved – not 

to exceed 10.000 firebirds – with the local Reeves guild chapterhouse (detailed personnel bios, 

progress plan, and expense documentation required).  

 

Personnel file summary – Professor Roxa Kabore, Scholar of the Academy Interatta: Current age, 

30. Unmarried and no known issues. Native to Leagueheim. Known relatives within the Pedagogues 

Guild (uncle Max Kabore – retired; brother Rax Kabore – traveling tutor to noble scions), the 

Lank Weaponsmiths Guild (cousins Xiv & Liv Lank [twins] – blaster tech reclaimers), as well as 

the Charioteers Guild (cousin Roman Azeri-Nielsen – Charioteers Boatswain). Prof. Kabore was 

educated at the Academy Interatta, and consequently hired as a resident scholar on basis of 

academic scores and tech affinity at the age of 22. Has been a permanent resident scholar since, 

involved in force field research for a great many sub-factions (see below), before disappearing. 

Prof. Kabore started a scheduled one-month sabbatical almost 9 weeks prior to this missive, 

officially taking time off to cultivate her passion for literature, but she never returned to 

work. When her disappearance was finally noted, Prof. Kabore had not been heard from for more 

than three weeks, and investigation into her personal life indicated she had quietly liquidated 

much of her estate before vanishing. The return of Prof. Kabore and her research data is a high 

priority case for the Merchant League 

 

Prof. Kabore’s was currently involved with several R&D projects to produce new or improved 

applications for force field technologies. Low-classified contracts including: 

-Improving integrity of the force field-envelope for plasma projectiles in blaster weapons. 

Current research status promising, indicating an 11-12% increased efficiency of blaster weapon 

capacity, although not yet financially viable. (Sponsor: Lank Weapinsmiths Guild) 

-Improving Repulsor tech for hovercrafts and repulsor pads. Current research status classified. 

(Sponsor: Charioteers Guild) 

-Developing licensed spin-off products from the above projects, including blaster weapon mass 

production and combat hoverpack development for airborne deployment of troops. Current research 

status classified. (Licensee sponsor: Musters Guild) 

-Developing advanced conservation technology for foodstuffs and other perishables, through force 

field stimulation of organic matter to induce cellular dormancy. Current research status 

inconclusive. (Sponsor: Scravers Guild) 

 

Additional special interest groups for Prof. Kabore’s research includes: 

-Engineers Guild (to whom Prof. Kabore owes her science education and much of her lab work, and 

to whom much of the theoretic science will divert after applied science projects are concluded) 

-Reeves Guild (who owns stakes in all of Prof. Kabore’s sponsor deals and finances) 

-Universal Church (who are generally opposed to high tech R&D, although all of Prof. Kabore’s 

projects were approved by Leagueheim’s Planetary Archbishop Hierophant Heidegger) 
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Trouble in the neighbourhood Trouble in the neighbourhood Trouble in the neighbourhood Trouble in the neighbourhood (Benjamin Rogers)(Benjamin Rogers)(Benjamin Rogers)(Benjamin Rogers)    

Setup:Setup:Setup:Setup: Near the edge of the Ravenna system sit twin gas giants orbited by a collection of over forty moons and large 

asteroids. In centuries past a variety of habitats were established on these moons but many have fallen into disuse and 

disarray but even here on the edge some desperate and fanatical souls still cling to a tenuous existence. One such 

community is a monastic colony named "The Retreat of St Deimos", populated by Eskatonic and Via Epistimic 

(Mendicant) monks. 

 

A cadre could be contracted to help take supplies to the station, may be following a fugitive who has sought refuge there, 

could head there for assistance in deciphering an occult mystery or could simply be forced there due to disruption 

caused by the asteroid field 

 

Alternatively the Retreat could be repositioned in any isolated quarter of the Known Worlds or beyond. 

 

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Paranoia, isolation, madness, the occult, science vs magic, religion, Church vs Merchant League 

(See the Sample Fiefs thread for more details on The Retreat of St Diemos) 

 

Run by Proctor Pelagius, an Eskatonic monk and 

Theurgic practionioner, the stated purpose of the 

community is "Contemplation of the entirety of the 

Empyrean with specifically relationship to the 

manifestation of those satellites known by the names 

Dro and Madro". A variety of geomantic and celestial 

research and experimentation is done but the 

community generally keeps itself to itself. 

 

In recent months tensions have risen with their nearest 

neighbours in the field of asteroids and moons that they 

call home; Facility SOE/8807, a R&D laboratory owned 

and run by the Supreme Order of Engineers. A number 

of the clerics have been troubled with visions and 

dreams indicating that a doom hangs over the SOE 

facility and that its impact will be far reaching indeed. 

 

The lab itself dates back to the Second Republic and 

the monks have noted increased activity there that they 

believe is related to ancient and heretical technology 

that the engineers have finally got to work once again.  

 

The priests have been becoming increasingly suspicious 

of the Engineers and fear that they have made new 

discoveries and are up to no good. Unfortunately they 

have little to go on other than visions and portents of 

foreboding and so will entreat the cadre to investigate.  

To complicate matters further young novitiates start to 

turn up murdered. Is it the work of the Engineers, 

either remotely or via a hidden agent within the Retreat, 

or another, internal threat? 

 

What of the SOE? Are they truly up to no good or have 

the priests misinterpreted the visions when the doom is 

actually closer to home? 

 

If the Engineers are the source of the danger is it 

intentional or have they unknowingly released 

something that should have remained hidden? Is the 

SOE working under contract to another party? Possibly 

an old adversary the cadre have crossed before? Is this 

all related to Dro and Madro, "The Eyes of 

Azzurayelos"? Are there more sinister and occult 

powers at work? 
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Troublesome Relic (by Vidar Edland)Troublesome Relic (by Vidar Edland)Troublesome Relic (by Vidar Edland)Troublesome Relic (by Vidar Edland)    

SetupSetupSetupSetup: The drama revolves around a central priestly character asked by an old seminary teacher to help recover a stolen 

relic. Involving this Game Master Character in earlier stories, as a patron or helper, would allow the players to get to 

know her. Any storyline involving the extinct House Alecto would help foreshadow the issues of Troublesome Relic. 

ShowcaseShowcaseShowcaseShowcase: Universal Church faction; Noble lineages; Specters of the past; Politics of religion; The frailty of the current 

political situation 

 

The central character is contacted by a former teacher 

and seminary patroness, Matre Sotera, who needs the 

character’s help. Matre Sotera has been charged by her 

(arch)bishop with recovering a potent relic plundered 

from her parish temple in an enemy raid during the 

Emperor Wars. New evidence has recently been 

uncovered, but since Matre Sotera is old and frail, she 

wonders whether her favorite student and adventurer-

pastor might perhaps be willing to perform the mission 

on her behalf. Her agent will of course have a share in 

any praise and other rewards. 

 

It has been discovered that the mercenary unit raiding 

Matre Sotera’s parish temple under the Emperor Wars 

was a group called Madox’ Pack, one of several armed 

forces that terrorized the region at the time. In an ironic 

twist, Madox’ Pack was hired after the Emperor Wars, 

to police and protect the region of its former enemy, a 

duty which the unit still perform.  

 

The relic is a large signet finger-ring, made of 

pygmallium and electrum, engraved with the House 

Alecto emblem (a pair of crossed torches, one pointing 

up and one down). The signet ring used to belong to St. 

Palamedes Alecto – first Patriarch of the Universal 

Church – gifted to Matre Sotera’s temple by a penitent 

noble in the early New Dark Ages, having previously 

disappeared from history in the late Diaspora era. The 

ring is attributed with the power to cancel psychism and 

non-Human religious rites, and is associated with St. 

Palamedes’ defense of humanity against Ur-Ukar 

aggression during the Human-Ukari War (2855-2892). 

[Game Effect: All psychics and alien occultists within 

hearing or sight of the wearer, receive a penalty to all 

occult goals equal to the wearer’s Faith]. Moreover, the 

signet ring is a potent symbol of prestige, as it could be 

used to strengthen a noble’s claim on the privileges, 

land, and resources of the extinct House Alecto. 

‘Alecto’ is arguably the most politically potent name in 

interstellar politics, for even though the house has been 

extinct for over four centuries, most noble families have 

intermarried over the last millennia, and no bloodline 

will therefore fully die out. A noble able to trace her 

ancestry back to both Palamedes and Vladimir Alecto, 

could possibly claim Alecto land as her birthright, 

particularly should the noble also possess other prestige 

items like Vladimir’s crown or a lost Alecto voting 

scepter, throwing the Known World into turmoil anew.  

 

Even as a minor house, a resurrected House Alecto 

would seriously unbalance interstellar politics. The 

Universal Church fears any legitimate rival claims to 

Palamedes’ ancestry. Any noble house would covet the 

potential political power of claiming House Alecto 

prestige. The Phoenix Throne could use the imperial 

associations of the Alecto name (through Vladimir 

Alecto – the First Emperor) to strengthen Alexius’ claim 

and establish a House Imperial to seize voting scepters 

for itself and partake in future imperial elections.  

 

Just a fortnight ago, a Questing Knight retinue enquired 

about the lost relic in the parish. Meanwhile, Reeves 

lawyers have established an office in a nearby town, and 

Musters are advertising a discount for hired 

mercenaries. Li Halan scholars have recently dusted off 

debates around theocracy – as a purely intellectual 

exercise of course, while Hazat ambassadors are 

reaffirming their overtures for a joint Known World 

crusade against the Kurgan Caliphate. Rumors claim 

that several nobles – primarily from minor houses – 

have enjoyed private audiences with the leader of 

Madox’ Pack, Captain Constantin Lavoie, who in turn 

has spent much wealth re-equipping his forces and 

updating his communications. Two nights ago, 

unknown agents broke into Matre Sotera’s temple 

archives and stole all files on the relic. Can the cadre 

solve the (arch)bishop’s mission before perilous 

ambitions casts the Known Worlds out into a new 

major turmoil? 
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Walking on the comet (Felipe Teixeria Holzmann)Walking on the comet (Felipe Teixeria Holzmann)Walking on the comet (Felipe Teixeria Holzmann)Walking on the comet (Felipe Teixeria Holzmann)    

Setup:Setup:Setup:Setup: Characters will need a ship, a charioteer (or able pilot), someone with archaeological skills and a priest.¨ 

Showcase:Showcase:Showcase:Showcase: Space exploration, artifact hunting (Ur and 2nd Republic), demon lurking the shadows. 

 

 

It has been 1398 years since comet 99A-67 went 

through the solar system. Its bearings unknown for 

millennia, but now under the lens of the telescope of an 

engineer, he seems to know more about that piece of 

“flying rock”. 

 

In his office, a lone engineer finds an old report of a 

2nd Republic survey team that traveled to the comet, 

landed, explored and vanished. As the comet left the 

solar system, no team was able or close enough to reach 

it and make a rescue attempt. 

 

The engineer, Ben Johnson, and old friend to one of 

the party members, says that he believes the ship, fully 

equipped is still on the comet 99A-67, due to his 

calculations on the last position of the craft and the 

report he has. He’ll give the coordinates and location of 

the comet. Tough he warns that the comet will only stay 

a limited time on the solar system, leaving beyond the 

gate in only a few days (I´d suggest something between 

3 to 6 days, GM’s discretion). 

 

The comet on the edge of the solar system is quite big. 

Full of mountains, valleys and strange rock formations, 

the comet is a challenging place to find spot for landing. 

Surveying the comet, there is a spot with a faint distress 

beacon, in the bottom of a canyon. If they land there, a 

very old and dusted ship of the 2nd Republic is there, 

no crew inside or around it. 

 

Old footprints lead to a lower section of the canyon, to 

a cave and then into a staircase that delves into the 

depths of the comet. Huge Ur statues hold the celling of 

the cave, light is dim and at the end, a door with many 

glyphs and by the side, six astronauts of the old. Now all 

bones inside their high-tech spacesuits. A small 

terraforming engine works, giving a thin atmosphere. A 

few tech items, dot the place, most of them without any 

charge. 

 

A joint team of Scravers and Muster raided Ben’s office 

and found the report of the survey team. They are on 

their way to the comet, as well as an Inquisition frigate, 

since no good might come something that was in the 

darkness beyond the stars. 

 

But why is that one old astronaut with a spacesuit, if the 

portable terraforming engine was on-line? What is 

behind the huge door and what it markings say? Why is 

there gun fire all over the place? Seems to be another 

set of stairs that go deeper into the comet, but where do 

they go? What will the Avestites and the Scraver/Muster 

team do? Did the astronaut in the spacesuit just 

twitched? Just my imagination... 
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We've come We've come We've come We've come to take you home Your Grace (to take you home Your Grace (to take you home Your Grace (to take you home Your Grace (Michael WolfMichael WolfMichael WolfMichael Wolf))))    

SetupSetupSetupSetup: This is a good little story to keep in reserve until a noble in the group wants something from their liege or another 

higher ranking house member. It is a classic example of the sort of petty errands nobles that have no obligation or 

position in the house are sent to take care of. The example is Hawkwood but with some name changes any Noble 

House could fill the bill.  

 

ShowcaseShowcaseShowcaseShowcase: The set-up will work if the Noble is not a leader in the group but it works even better if they are the driving 

force of the PCs and the drama only heats up if there are more than one nobles of the house. 

Political intrigue, Murder Mystery, Noble Life Sucks 

 

The players are summoned to Countess Paige 

Avencourt Hawkwood in response to inquiries they've 

made for assistance from the House. Countess 

Avencourt says that not only will she be willing to 

extend aid to the party but she will give the noble sons 

of House Hawkwood a chance to prove their worth to 

their noble families by taking care of a simple chore that 

she doesn't have the resources to spare attending to. 

The Countess relates a tale of a Noble fleet commander 

named Margaret Avencourt Hawkwood who was taken 

captive in the fighting in Ishtar system, a regaled hero. 

Supposedly her ransom was offered but the message 

never reached Hawkwood command and this 

noblewoman has been languishing in an Al-Malik 

dungeon since the end of the Emperor Wars. House 

Al-Malik has waived her ransom in a show of good faith 

and all that must be done is for the Countess to send 

emissaries to retrieve her and bring her home. If the 

PCs would be good enough to offer Marquis Margaret a 

ride back to Ravenna the Countess would be happy to 

resolve their issue for them. 

 

As the PC's a departing the Countess's Manse they are 

discretely approached by one of her butlers named 

Titus. Titus has heard of the mission that the PCs are to 

be sent on and he wants desperately to join them. He 

explains that his career is stalled here in service of the 

Countess and being the first member of the Marquessa's 

staff would present an unparalleled chance for 

advancement. He has some money but what he has a 

great deal of is secrets about the upper court of Ravenna 

and he'd be willing to share some of them if the PC's 

allow him to travel with them to see the Maquessa 

home. 

 

Marquessa Margaret Avencourt Hawkwood is indeed a 

famous military commander but not a well-liked noble. 

Her husband Benedict received notice of ransom and 

had the messenger assassinated to conceal news of her 

capture. He is happy without her and if not for 

Margaret's brothers pressuring the Countess to take 

action she would not be welcomed home. Margaret was 

captured about a decade before the end of the war, in 

the lean end of the fighting around Ishtar and she spent 

a very short amount of time in a military prison before 

she was graciously made a guest of a poor Al-Malik 

Baron named Solomon Iben Moffat Al-Malik, who 

intended to recover some of his spent war chest with 

her ransom. For the past 15 years Margaret has been 

Solomon's guest eating at his table and having free 

access to his very large estates on Ishtar but technically a 

prisoner. Over time Margaret has become very 

enamored with her young Al-malik captor and she has 

not cared that her ransom isn't coming. Solomon does 

not share Margaret's attraction and has been desperately 

trying to politely unload her. 

 

When the PC's arrive Solomon will offer them noble 

treatment and thoughtful gifts and show great interest in 

helping them return his prisoner expeditiously. 

Margaret conversely is an angry bitter woman who 

bosses the PCs around and makes demands constantly. 

If Margaret finds out whom the PCs are working for she 

will use the threat of defaming the PCs to the Countess 

to get her way. Margaret is clearly angry with Solomon 

but the reason won't be clear to the PCs. She's in good 

health and well-dressed and her quarters are luxurious. 

If the PCs took Titus on he will be a great help in 

soothing the irritable Margaret and serve as a valuable 

buffer through her barking and screaming.  

 

As the PCs begin their journey back to Ravenna they 

will very quickly find that Margaret has locked herself in 

her cabin on the ship and eventually it sill come to light 

that she is dead. There will be a suicide note that says 

Margaret could not bear to live without her beloved and 

hopes to find him in the Empyrean light. if the PCs 

took Titus on, instead of the note they'll find evidence 

that some of the candy that Baron Solomon gave the 

party was poisoned and killed poor Margaret.  
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Titus is definitely not a butler but very convincing in his 

demure bows and savior faire. If they PCs investigate 

Titus before taking him on they'll find out that no such 

man works for the Countess and he'll disappear before 

they set forth to rescue Margaret. If they spend a lot of 

time with him they may catch a strange clue here or 

there about how well-traveled Titus is or how many 

languages he speaks or things he knows about think 

machines. Titus is a spy looking for way to embed 

himself into Hawkwood's Noble structure. If Margaret's 

suicide is found it it makes a dead end for him so he'll 

conceal it as something else. If the PC's allow him to 

he'll tag along with them and use the nobles in the party 

as references to eventually get himself embedded in 

someone's household. Titus is genuinely skilled and 

likable and capable of being very helpful to obtain his 

goals. He's not a deadly assassin but he knows a great 

deal about poison and weapons that can be easily 

concealed. 

 

Was Margaret's death a suicide? Will the investigation 

create political problem with a rival house? How will 

the PC's convince the Countess to reward them for 

returning a dead noble? 
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